The combination candidates for mayor of Haverhill, who is receiving the sweep of the Socialist vote, have pronounced andotics in an attempt to defeat John B. Howland, the Republican ticket. It is reported that the coalitio will stop any thing that Howland can do to defeat them.

The Socialists are not the only ones who are balking at the idea of Howland's candidacy. A committee of the Republican party has also declared that the Socialists will stop at nothing to elect Howland.

The battle is heating up in Haverhill, and both candidates are fighting hard to win the vote of the people.

**WILL SOCIALISM ABOLISH EXPLOITATION**

**SOCIAL OWNERSHIP AND PROFIT**

Exploitation Must Cease When the Instrumen of Production Is in the Hands of the People

By Rev. Chan K. Yut

It is often supposed that laborers and capitalists are the only persons who suffer under an economic system. This error arises from the fact that laborers are shown as the only persons who receive wages. In reality, the majority of the population is composed of both laborers and capitalists. If every individual were shown as a laborer or a capitalist, the world would be seen to consist of two classes only.

The group of persons who own the means of production and distribution must become the providers of all the work and workmanship that goes into the manufacture of goods and services. This change does not affect the nature of such instruments as have been and are being used in their production, that is, as tools as co-operatively operated. If, when Socialism is established, the means of production and distribution are in the hands of the people, this will be the case.

Under Socialism, no one would suffer from the exploitation of any kind. Everyone would be satisfied with their work, and the public would be benefited.

The time has come for the people to make a stand for Socialism. Let us all work together for the establishment of a better economic system.

**THE DEATH RAY**

The death ray, a weapon that has the ability to destroy entire cities with a single shot, has been developed by a group of scientists in a top-secret laboratory. The ray was first used in World War II and has been used in various conflicts since then.

The death ray is a powerful weapon that can be used to destroy enemy forces quickly and efficiently. It has been used in various conflicts, including World War II, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War.
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SUPPORT THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC HERALD.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD

To the Socialists of America.
The National Executive Committee of the Socialist Party of America, recognizing the importance of unity in the socialist movement, and realizing that the present is an auspicious time for increased exertion in the cause of Socialism, sends greetings to all the socialists everywhere in the world, and calls upon them, without regard to their former affiliations, to join with the Socialists of America in a renewed effort to further the socialist cause.

The Socialist Party has ever been a party of action, and many months ago, devoted itself to socialist propaganda, and has endeavored to bring into being an actual socialist party, recognizing any personal controversies as subordinate to the task of attacking upon the personnel both of its opponents and its own organization.

It is believed that all such attacks were best answered by silence, leaving the effect of the same to do its own work.

We the executive committee, who have been misled by such unimportant differences, now invite all our friends to join with us in the public declaration of our faith and our action.

The Socialist Party therefore extends a cordial invitation to all socialists, and to the American Labor Federation, and to other, to unite with it and share its efforts. The Socialists of America are united in the conviction that the struggle, the distribution, securing all who join in its cordial and fraternal sympathy, and who work with us in the common cause of Socialism.

The National Executive Board of the Social Democratic Party.

JESS COX, Chairman.

Social Democratic Herald, December 2, 1899.

MERLIN'S MIXTURE

CARROLL WRIGHT, Pessimist

1. Carroll D. Wright, a prominent socialist, was one of the most distinguished and propagands of the Social Democratic Party. His views on social and political reform were widely respected.

2. The Social Democratic Herald was founded in 1899 by Jess Cox, a prominent socialist and socialist organizer. It was one of the leading journals of the American Socialist Movement.

3. The Socialist Party of America was founded in 1897 and was one of the leading socialist parties in the United States. It was comprised of a wide variety of socialist groups and individuals, and was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles and the overthrow of capitalism.

4. The Social Democratic Herald was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles, and was a leading journal of the American Socialist Movement. It was published from 1899 to 1917.

5. Jess Cox was a prominent socialist and socialist organizer, and was a leading figure in the Social Democratic Party. He was a strong supporter of the working class and was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles.

6. The Social Democratic Herald was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles, and was a leading journal of the American Socialist Movement. It was published from 1899 to 1917.

7. Carroll D. Wright was a prominent socialist and socialist organizer, and was a leading figure in the Social Democratic Party. He was a strong supporter of the working class and was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles.
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13. Jess Cox was a prominent socialist and socialist organizer, and was a leading figure in the Social Democratic Party. He was a strong supporter of the working class and was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles.

14. The Social Democratic Herald was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles, and was a leading journal of the American Socialist Movement. It was published from 1899 to 1917.

15. Carroll D. Wright was a prominent socialist and socialist organizer, and was a leading figure in the Social Democratic Party. He was a strong supporter of the working class and was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles.

16. The Social Democratic Herald was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles, and was a leading journal of the American Socialist Movement. It was published from 1899 to 1917.

17. Jess Cox was a prominent socialist and socialist organizer, and was a leading figure in the Social Democratic Party. He was a strong supporter of the working class and was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles.

18. The Social Democratic Herald was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles, and was a leading journal of the American Socialist Movement. It was published from 1899 to 1917.

19. Carroll D. Wright was a prominent socialist and socialist organizer, and was a leading figure in the Social Democratic Party. He was a strong supporter of the working class and was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles.

20. The Social Democratic Herald was dedicated to the promotion of socialist principles, and was a leading journal of the American Socialist Movement. It was published from 1899 to 1917.
Among the Branches

New Branch
A fine new branch has been instituted in Chicago by the contributions of V. Delo, recent visitor to that mining center. The branch is organized among the members, who confidently expect to make it one of the strongest branches in the country. Of course, it is believed that the efforts of the branch will be directed towards the purpose of increasing the influence of the movement throughout the city.

Social Democrat in Connecticut
The committee of the Com. of Connecticut has announced the following city tickets for the above-named state:

New York State Committee
A meeting of the New York State Committee was held on Wednesday, January 18. The meeting was presided over by S. P. De Witt, who was elected chairman. The meeting was opened with the reading of the minutes of the last meeting. The committee then proceeded to the business of the evening, and the following resolutions were adopted:

The movement for union of labor
Whoever goes great interest in the work of the Social Democratic party and the organization of the central committee, and who desires to be a part of the present movement, is invited to attend the meeting of the central committee, which will be held on the above date.

Minnesota
The Central Committee of the Social Democratic party of Minnesota has met in Bloomington, under the presidency of W. H. H. Beveridge, and has adopted the following resolutions:

The movement for union of labor
The Social Democratic party in Minnesota is now in a strong position, and is making steady progress. The party is organized throughout the state, and is working for the advancement of the interests of the working classes.

New York City Ticket
The Social Democratic party in New York City is making good progress. The party is well organized, and is working energetically for the advancement of the interests of the working classes.

The movement for union of labor
The Social Democratic party in New York City is making good progress. The party is well organized, and is working energetically for the advancement of the interests of the working classes.

Lynn City Ticket
The Social Democratic party in Lynn, Mass., met on November 26, under the presidency of W. E. Geary, and elected J. A. Rice, J. W. Hunt, W. H. A. Haggerty, and W. E. Geary, as candidates for the various offices.
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Proposition Discussion
A discussion of the question of the formation of a new labor party in the city of New York was held on January 20, at the Social Democratic headquarters, under the presidency of J. A. Rice.
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"I wish to speak to the chief of the police," suggested the political. "I have no right to have my posy," answered the guard. The prisoner retired behind the small iron-barred opening in the door in the front of the cell. A few moments later the iron-door of the cell was opened and the guard appeared inside, borne heavily some distance. While the door was being closed, other inhabitants of the "Secret Hall" remained under the supervision of the prisoners. In five minutes the door was closed again and a thin, whistling "Hearns," of the prisoners perched on the periphery wall, as he stepped over the raised paper door like a viceroy over the corpse of the vanquished. The iron door was then locked and the other cells of the secret hall, in due time, were opened. In fact, it was not until the inhabitants of the secret hall were freed that their cells, which had been flooded with smoke and were visible only through the rim of broken doors. The higher officers and the guard did not return until dawn. They sent a man of several to clear the hall where the prisoners lived badly as they had used to do for the hall before being cleared.

The Congress of 1900

The following extract from the report of the committee of arrangements for the International Congress of 1900 is taken from the Times:

"The five organizations belonging to the political and socialist parties are now shown upon the front page of the New York Times. They are all included, and the conditions of the country are such that the secret is no longer kept. The socialists are in the United States, and those who have been working for the advancement of socialism are now calculated. This is the proper time. The socialists are determined to put an end to the conflict, and they are determined to use the physical force at their command.""}
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